Part 2b: Constructing your own arguments (13 points)
Consider this! As an AP World History student, you will be expected to construct your own written arguments on a
consistent basis. More specifically, over the course of the upcoming school year, you will be expected to develop
the following disciplinary practices (as stated in the AP World History Course and Exam Description):
●
●
●
●

Make a historically defensible claim in the form of an evaluative thesis
Support an argument using specific and relevant evidence
Use historical reasoning to explain relationships among pieces of historical evidence
Consider ways that diverse or alternative evidence could be used to qualify or modify an argument

Let’s focus on the highlighted parts of the disciplinary practices. In this class you will learn how to construct short
answer responses, many of which will be based on textual or visual prompts (primary and/or secondary sources),
document-based question essays (DBQs), as well as responses to long essay questions. As previously stated, a good
claim (thesis/argument) must be clear, assertive, and convincing. Here is a more detailed breakdown of this
statement:
Clear = Claim or thesis directly responds/answers to the given topic and/or its multiple subtopics.
Assertive = Claim or thesis is phrased in the form of a definitive statement. It is an argument/position, not a fact.
Convincing = Claim or thesis is supported by multiple specific examples (evidence) in the rest of your response.
In addition, your claim/thesis should meet “the goldilocks condition” – not too vague, and not too specific! You
will develop the feel for this part of your writing skills gradually during the upcoming school year. “The goldilocks
conditions” for short answer responses are a bit different compared to the ones for your main arguments in an
essay. Short responses are much …. shorter than essays. They usually consist of 3-5 sentences. Short response
arguments must be direct and specific! Below, you will find samples of “good” and “bad” theses as well as “good”
and “bad” short answer responses.
Sample Essay Topic: Analyze main reasons behind the Spanish conquistadors’ success in their conquest of Native
American Empires during the 16th century.
Samples and Brief Explanation:

Samples and Brief Explanation:

Spanish conquistadors, such as Hernan Cortez and
Francisco Pizarro, defeated Native American Empires of
the Aztecs and Inca in the 16th century. ← this is a “bad”
thesis because: (1) It restates the topic, instead of
providing the “main reasons;” (2) It is a fact, not an
argument.

Spanish conquistadors were able to subdue Native
American Empires due to the Europeans’ superior
technologies, lack of native Americans’ resistance
to the “Old World” diseases, as well as internal
political tensions within the native empires. ←
this is a “good” thesis because: (1) it clearly and
directly addresses the topic; (2) it is
argumentative; and (3) it previews three main
ideas that will need to be “proven” (supported
by concrete examples in each body paragraph).

Spanish conquistadors subdued Native American Empires
because of politics, technology, and ecology. ← this is also
a “bad” thesis” because it is way too vague and too brief
in addressing the topic.

Sample Short Answer Topic: Identify and explain ONE factor that allowed China to enjoy a favorable balance of
trade with European states prior to the Opium Wars of the 19th century.
Sample Answer and Brief Explanation:

Sample Answers and Brief Explanation:

China had a favorable balance of trade with Europe prior to
the Opium Wars of the 19th century. Europeans wanted
many Chinese goods, and Chinese merchants made those
goods very expensive. In return, China didn’t have an
interest in anything offered by Europeans. So, China
benefited from their trade with Europe, and Europe did
not. ← this is an unsatisfactory short answer response
because: (1) First sentence of the response is a
restatement of the prompt and is not argumentative; (2)
Response does not contain specific/concrete evidence to
support a claim; (3) Last sentence is a restatement of the
prompt. It should be a commentary that deals with causes
and/or consequences of the stated argument (in this case:
causes and/or consequences of the favorable balance of
trade for China!)

Growing demand for Chinese products on European markets and
Chinese insistence that the payments for these products must be
made in silver allowed China to enjoy a favorable balance of
trade with Europe before the Opium Wars. Chinese silk, tea, and
porcelain were a “big hit” in Europe, not only among ultra-rich,
but, as prices of these products decreased, with the expanding
industrial middle class of European consumers as well. Precious
metals, especially American-mined silver, were used to purchase
these highly valued Chinese commodities. In this situation,
Chinese exports far exceeded Chinese imports and resulted in
the favorable balance of trade for China. This arrangement also
reinforced the Chinese view of Europeans as “barbarians” and,
in turn, put more pressure on Great Britain and other major
European powers to reverse this condition. ← this is a very good
short answer response because: (1) the first sentence directly
addresses the prompt; (2) the response includes multiple
examples of specific evidence that support the argument; (3)
the last sentence provides a commentary on the presented
argument.

Now, it is YOUR TURN!!! It is your turn to construct a short answer response! (You will not be asked to produce
an essay). Do your best to follow the format presented below:
Elements of Short Answer
Response:

Explanation:

Topic Sentence (TS)

An argumentative statement that directly and clearly responds to the prompt.

Concrete Details (CD)

Specific evidence (most likely expressed in multiple sentences) that illustrate and/or
support your topic sentence.

Commentary/Analysis (C)

A sentence or two that addresses either the causes/explanations of an argument (stated
in the topic sentence), the consequences of that argument, or the significance of your
claim.

Your task: After carefully reviewing provided background information and definitions as well as links below,
construct a short answer (one paragraph) response to the following prompt:
Topic: Identify and briefly explain any ONE specific instance of historical globalization and/or collective learning
in human history. (Your response could include inter-zonal / inter-regional globalization and/or collective
learning as well as instances of globalization and/or collective learning within individual zones/regions).
Background information and definitions:
Globalization is a process of
interaction and integration among
the people, companies, and
governments of different nations, a
process driven by international trade
and investment and aided by
information technology. This process
has effects on the environment, on
culture, on political systems, on
economic development and
prosperity, and on human physical
well-being in societies around the
world.1 In the modern sense, this
process is very intense, rapid and
global in nature, but the examples of
globalization that could fit this
definition or parts of this definition
from human history are
overwhelming.

Collective learning is an ability to
accumulate more innovation with
each passing generation than is lost
by the next. It has allowed humans
to exploit our ecological niches with
increasing efficiency …. Through
foraging, agriculture, and heavy
industry collective learning has
raised the carrying capacity of the
population, allowing for more
potential innovators, who in turn
raise the carrying capacity, thus
creating even more innovation.
Gradually, over 250,000 years of
humanity, the population has risen
and we have generated increasingly
complex societies and have
developed the capacity to harness
an enormous amount of energy.2

The Four World Zones https://www.khanacademy.org/partner-content/bi
g-history-project/expansion-interconnection/expan
sion/a/the-four-world-zones
(you may want to explore other links on the page
linked above!)

The History of Our World in 18 Minutes https://www.ted.com/talks/david_christian_big_hi
story?language=en

(pay attention to the thresholds of complexities
mentioned in the presentation, especially the ones
related to human history!)

Provide your response in the space below (if neatly handwritten) or electronically (email attachment or sharing
response on GoogleDocs).

1

http://www.globalization101.org/what-is-globalization/
David Baker, “Collective Learning as a Key Concept in Big History,”
http://www.sociostudies.org/almanac/articles/collective_learning_as_a_key_concept_in_big_history/
2

Part 3: Preview of Geographic Knowledge (26 points)
Consider this! Students need basic geographical knowledge in order to understand world
history. Geospatial awareness is fundamental knowledge necessary for students to build an
understanding of cross-cultural contacts, trade routes, migrations, etc., which constitute key
concepts in the AP World History course. Because geographic naming conventions are not
universal, these maps [provided below] define regions and show the locations and commonly
used names of regions that students are likely to encounter on the AP World History Exam.[1]

World Regions – A Closer Look

Here are another two maps of regions used in AP Human Geography (FYI)

Your task: See next page!

[1] AP World History: Course and Exam Description, AP College Board, 2017, p.32.
YOUR MAIN TASK:

Provide accurate and clear answers to the questions/tasks attached to each map: See my example
below (with explanations):
Map: Decolonization in Africa and Asia, 1947-Present

https://www.macmillanhighered.com/BrainHoney/Resource/6696/digital_first_content/trunk/test/mckaywest11e/asset/img_ch28/ch28_M28_03.html

Questions/Tasks:
1. Define/research: Decolonization - Answer: Decolonization - process by which former colonies and
dependencies achieved their independence by peaceful means or native-led armed rebellions.
2. Identify a country (colonial ruler) that controlled most of South Asia before the process of
decolonization. Answer: (see maps on the previous page to identify the region of South Asia) Great Britain
3. Research question: Select any decolonized country or region and briefly explain how the Cold War
tensions were reflected/contributed to colonial and/or post-colonial conflict in the selected country or
region.
Answer: North Vietnam and South Vietnam in Southeast Asia achieved their independence in 1954
from France. Eventually, the war erupted between the two parts of Vietnam in the 1960s. During that
war the USSR supported communists in North Vietnam and the United States sent troops to support
their allies in South Vietnam.
MAP 1: THE SILK ROAD IN THE MIDDLE AGES

https://eurasia.omeka.fas.harvard.edu/items/show/959

Questions/Tasks:
1. Identify regions (from East to West) connected by the Silk Road (Routes).
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Research question: What products, other than silk, were traded along the Silk Roads? (identify at least
5 products and their places of origin below)

MAP 2: INDIAN OCEAN TRADE ROUTES

https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/indian-ocean-trade-route-54ee98bd-dbd5-4cc2-ad71-2e13fd883df4

Questions/Tasks:
1. Identify regions (from East to West) connected by the Indian Ocean trade network.

2. Define/explain: MONSOONS -

3. Briefly explain how the knowledge of monsoons would have impacted trade in the Indian
Ocean.

MAP 3: TRANS-SAHARAN TRADE NETWORK

https://elearning.reb.rw/course/view.php?id=308&section=8

Questions/Tasks:
1. Identify regions in Africa connected by the Trans-Saharan Trade Network.
________________________________________________________________
2. Research question: What was the most important trade item exchanged along the
Trans-Saharan Trade Network? Briefly explain the reason(s) behind the item’s importance?

MAP 4: MAJOR TRADE ROUTES OF AFROEURASIA c.1300 C.E.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/chapter-8-notes--540783867725054844/

Questions/Tasks:
1. Research Question: Identify geographic origins of each of the religions listed in the map key:
Geographic origin (birthplace) of Buddhism: _______________________ ←region or country
Geographic origin (birthplace) of Christianity: ______________________ ←region or country
Geographic origin (birthplace) of Islam: ___________________________←region or country

2. Based on the information in the map, identify any one additional geographic region that
became part of the Buddhist, Christian, and Muslim worlds due to the major trade routes.
Region of __________________________ became a part of the “Buddhist world” due to
trade connections.
Region of __________________________ became a part of the “Christian world” due to
trade connections.
Region of __________________________ became a part of the “Muslim world” due to
trade connections.
MAP 5: EUROPEAN TRADE CONNECTIONS DURING LATE MIDDLE AGES

http://bufordwhap.pbworks.com/w/page/47551429/Section%201

Questions/Tasks:
1. Based on the information in the map, which cities/parts of Europe benefited the most from
trade contacts with the Middle East as well as Western and Northern Europe?

2. Research question: What two European countries led the process of the European
Exploration? Briefly explain the reason(s) these “leaders” were not the same as cities/parts of
Europe mentioned in your answer from the previous question.

MAP 6: THE ATLANTIC SYSTEM: TRANSATLANTIC TRIANGULAR TRADE MAP

https://www.worldhistory.org/image/13739/transatlantic-triangular-trade-map/

(The map showing the flow of goods and enslaved people across the Atlantic from the 16th to the 19th
Century CE, also known as the Columbian Exchange).
Questions/Tasks:
1. Define/explain: The Columbian Exchange -

2. Research question: Create your own relevant symbols for additional items listed below. Add each of
your created symbols to their appropriate places on the map above.
Map Key (of additional items):
Horses

Sugar

Cotton

Smallpox/Other Diseases

Potatoes

MAP 7: MAJOR TRADE CONNECTIONS WORLDWIDE, c.1650

Cassava

https://twitter.com/onlmaps/status/1025393863182241794/photo/1

Questions/Tasks:
1. What item, mostly mined in the Americas, was transported to Spanish controlled territories in
Southeast Asia and used to exchange/purchase goods, such as silk from China?
________________________
2. Identify any TWO regions of the world that were controlled by Europeans around 1650 and
any TWO regions of the world that were still independent of European control around 1650.
Examples of TWO regions that were controlled by Europeans in 1650:
____________________

___________________

Examples of TWO regions that were not controlled by Europeans in 1650:
____________________ ___________________
MAP 8: COLONIAL EMPIRES AND IMPERIALISM

https://commons.princeton.edu/mg/empires-and-patterns-of-world-trade-1880-1914/

Questions/Tasks:
1. Identify any TWO regions/countries of the world that were controlled by Europeans by 1914
and any TWO regions/countries of the world that were still independent of European control
by 1914.
Examples of TWO regions/countries that were controlled by Europeans by 1914:
____________________

___________________

Examples of TWO regions/countries that were not controlled by Europeans by 1914:
____________________

___________________

2. Briefly explain WHY rapidly industrializing economies in Europe were eager to obtain and
strengthen their colonial possessions around the world (<--see description at the bottom of
the map!)
ONE LAST THING! (5 points)
Now that you are done with the summer assignment, take a look again at AP History Disciplinary
Practices (they are all listed all the way up on p.2). Reflect whether this assignment, in your
opinion, provided a clear introduction to most of the Disciplinary Practices. Which part(s) of the

assignment do you feel most comfortable with and which part(s) is/are you still anxious/unsure
about? Be honest and provide your reflection in complete sentences.

